Thorne Loomis Men Take Color Movies

This year, for the first time, the activities of students taking the Thorne Loomis course in Europe will be illustrated in a full-length picture in color. Harry Simboli, '38, student member in charge of this activity, has made travel movies in Africa, Alaska, Hawaii, the South Sea, and the United States. Photographic features of the trip will include the camping activities of the group, the spectacular scenery of Switzerland and Norway, and representative rural and city life in the various countries visited.
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mental issues in the field of publications, becoming managing editor of Fortune and rising to the position of publisher last March. His major topic was the part which undergraduate journalism has played in the development of the publications of Time, Inc. He particularly stressed the fact that these publications felt that their principal function was the dissemination of information to their public. At the conclusion of his speech, his listeners were given an opportunity to ask informal questions.

Toastmaster for the banquet was Richard Muther, '38. Among those seen present was Dr. Karl T. Compton. After the meeting, Mr. Boardman was unable to present formal questions. But his talk and the result of his personal opinions on any of these subjects, because of the fact that the Federal Reserve Board forbid any of their officials to do any public forecasting.

Offices Elected As Nautical Association Holds Annual Meeting

Commodore Proctor Will Head Organization During Coming Year

The Nautical society held its annual meeting last Tuesday in Room S-320 at 5:00 P. M. The executive board for next year was announced at the meeting, consisting of Charles E. Olson, '39, Robert M. Awrester, '39, and Richard Muther, '38.

During the program, the record of spring was announced. Tech placed first in the Intercollegiate meet, first in the Navy-Tech meet, first in the Brown meet, and second in the meet against the Boston U. Nautical Association. The cup won at the Brown meet was presented at that time.

The other officers for next elected, at the meeting, are: Commodore, John C. Proctor, '39; Vice-Commodore, Horace H. Hanson, '39; and Secretary-Treasurer, Wendel H. Callahan, '38. Among those seen present was Dr. Karl T. Compton. After the meeting, movies of the 1936 Olympics were shown.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers Lecture—Room 1020.

Joining the meeting last Tuesday in Room 5-330 were: Commodore, John Callahan, '38, Robert M. Atwater, '39, and Richard Muther, '38, president of the Tech-}

Friday, May 14, 1937

CALENDAR

2:30 P. M.—American Society of Auto-}

UGERDAFTER NOTICES

According to a letter received this week from Alfred T. Glus-}

8:00 A. M.—Senior Week Committee Breakfast—Faculty Dining Room. 8:30 P. M.—Department of Military Science Lunch—Chow Room.
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